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 بارم سواالت ردیف

1 

 با استفاده از کلمات داده شده جاھای خالی را کامل کنید. یک لغت اضافی است.  
rule, divided, destination, pilgrims, solve, gave up, destroyed 

 
1. We must not break any ………..….. if we want to have a safe and good trip. 

2. Countries in South America are a great ………..….. for tourists. 

3. He ………..….. his work without saying anything to us. 

4. I couldn’t ………..….. the math problems so I asked the teacher to help me. 

5. Many Muslim ………..….. visit Imam Reza Holy Shrine every year. 

6- The teacher ………..….. us into two groups and gave us different tasks to do. 

 

3 

2 

 تست لغت: گزینھ مناسب برای ھر جملھ را انتخاب کنید.
1- The red Planet which is the neighbor of Earth is ……….. . 
            a) Moon                      b) Orbit                       c) Mars                      d) Mercury 
2. My grandfather is of the opinion that we should learn to ----------- other people’s beliefs. 

a) invent   b) respect   c) attract   d) describe 
3. It is clear that people usually have a strong set of ----------- values in Islamic cultures. 

a) delicious   b) average   c) traditional   d) continuous 
4. As far as I know, his idea of ----------- is to live in a small village and raise animals. 

a) paradise   b) ceremony   c) medicine   d) attention 
5. Their youngest son is ----------- going to travel abroad to visit some tourist sites. 

a) suitably   b) probably   c) neatly   d) strongly 
6- He gave his coat to the man ………….. . 
 a) especially  b) generously  c) hopefully  d) patiently 
7- Her ………….. in religion was very strong which was a great comfort to her. 
 a) belief  b) fact   c) change  d) gift 
8- What are they doing? They're doing an amazing ………….. into the ways dolphins learn 
languages. 
 a) emphasis  b) belief  c) research  d) invention 
9- A: Why did your father ………….. his job? B: Because it was very difficult and boring. 
 a) publish  b) pass away  c) forget  d) quit 
10- Viruses need to be inside a living cell to live and ………….. . 
            a) die                           b) grow                       c) believe                    d) feel 
 

 
 

2.5 

3 
 تست گرامر: با توجھ بھ نکات دستوری خوانده شده، بھترین گزینھ را انتخاب کنید.

1- Domestic flights are cheaper than …………. flights. 
             a) nation              b) nationality                     c) nations                   d) international 
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2- A: My parents are going to go back to our hometown, Shiraz. 
    B: Why?  
    A: They say that Tehran is …………..Shiraz. 
 a) expensive than    b) more expensive than 
 c) the most expensive than   d) more expensive as 
3- The two close friends planned to leave their home country ………….. April 14th 2020.  

a) on    b) in    c) at    d) for  
4- The modern train appeared to be going as fast as, perhaps even faster than ………….. .  

a) a car the fastest  b) a car is the fastest  c) fastest cars   d) the fastest car  
5- You ………….. smoke in your car, especially if there are children in it. 
 a) might  b) shouldn't  c) may not  d) could 
6- I’m not going to do it for you. You can do it ………….. . 
    a) you   b) myself  c) yours  d) yourself 
7- When you ………….., I was thinking about you. 
 a) calls   b) is calling  c) called  d) have called 
8- My younger brother ………..….. when we were having dinner last night. 
 a) arrive  b) were arriving c) was arriving            d) arrived 
9- The world is a ………..….. place. 
 a) wonderful  b) more wonderful c) wonderful as d) as wonderful as 
10- I have decided to have a birthday party. I ………..… lots of my friends next Wednesday. 
 a) invite  b) will invite  c) are going to invite d) have invited 
 

4 

جمالت کامل و صحیح بسازید.  با استفاده از کلمات بھ ھم ریختھ، 
 

1- is / the best / what / souvenir / of / your city ? 

2- called him / Reza / studying / Arabic book / when / his / was / his mother / ? 

 

1 

5 

 شکل صحیح کلمات داخل پرانتز را در جای خالی بنویسد.
 

1- They were ………..….. a movie last night when the telephone rang. (watch) 
2- At 3 o’clock yesterday, I ………..….. a taxi. (need) 
3- Richard is the ………..….. student in his school. (good) 
4- We must ………..….. our English book before Khordad. (finish) 

 

 2 

6 

 مناسب در ھر جای خالی، متن زیر را کامل کنید.با انتخاب گزینھ 
Nowadays, Iran is an attractive (1) ----------- for thousands of international tourists. 

Its historical places, famous natural attractions, beautiful holy shrines and even deserts       

(2) ---------- for all visitors and pilgrims to spend their vacation in this amazing country. 

Iranian people are wonderfully (3) ----------- to anyone who visits their country, and try their 
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hardest to make tourists feel at home. They seek (4) ---------- from the cradle to the grave, 

and I (5) ----------- this is why Iran is becoming one of the most successful countries in 

science and technology. 

 

1.  a) creation   b) material   c) destination   d) activity 

2.  a) make it a suitable choice    b) it makes suitable a choice 

c) makes it a choice suitable    d) a suitable choice make it 

3.  a) interested   b) possible   c) popular   d) hospitable 

4.  a) danger   b) knowledge   c) detail   d) emotion 

5.  a) am believing b) believe   c) believed   d) was believing 

 

7 

 د و بھ سواالت بھ شکل خواستھ شده پاسخ دھید.زیر را بھ دقت بخوانیمتن 
 

The blue whale is the largest living animal to have ever lived on the planet Earth. 
Blue whales are larger than the largest dinosaurs that ever lived. These mammals rule the 
oceans at up to 100 feet (30 meters) and upwards of 200 tons. Their tongues alone can weigh 
as much as an elephant. Fully grown, these great creatures reach a length of over 30 meters 
and weigh as much as twenty- four large elephants, or more than 1500 men. The heart of a 
blue whale is more than a meter in diameter. 
       The blue whale is not a fish, even though it spends its entire life in the sea. Whales 
are mammals, just like us. A mother whale gives birth to a live baby whale, not an egg. She 
feeds not an egg. She feeds her baby with her own milk. While fish are cold- blooded, 
whales are warm- blooded, and they have lungs and breathe air, like us. 
       The largest whale ever measured was a female weighing 171,000 kgs and measuring 
over 90ft (27m) long. The longest whale measured was over 110ft (33m). If you laid him out 
on the ground, he would take up the length of nine family- sized cars. 
       Even though blue whales are huge, they eat tiny creatures known as krills. Krills are tiny 
shrimp- like animals. The whale simply opens its mouth, fills it with krill and salt water, and 
filters the water out of plates in its mouth called baleen. The blue whale may eat over 8000 
pounds of krill in a single day! 
 
1. According to the passage, which sentence is NOT true? 

a) A blue whale is larger than the largest dinosaurs 
b) A blue whale can eat over 8000 pounds of krill in a day 
c) A mother whale gives birth to a live baby whale, not an egg 
d) The blue whale is smaller than some elephants 
 

2. What is the main idea of the paragraph 2? 
a) the way a mother whale feeds her baby 
b) some of the differences between blue whales and fish 
c) the blue whales spend their whole life in the sea 
d) the blue whales breathe like us 
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3. The word “it” in paragraph 2 refers to ………….. . 

a) fish     b) blue whale          c) mammal                       d) mother whale 
 

4. What happens to the salt water that the blue whale gulps? 
a) It swallows the water                              b) It turns it to fresh water 
c) It measures the water            d) It filters the water out 

 
  موفق باشید 
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 بارم سواالت ردیف

1 

 با استفاده از کلمات داده شده جاهای خالی را کامل کنید. یک لغت اضافی است. 
rule, divided, destination, pilgrims, solve, gave up, destroyed 

 

1. We must not break any ……rule…..….. if we want to have a safe and good trip. 

2. Countries in South America are a great ………destination..….. for tourists. 

3. He ……gave up…..….. his work without saying anything to us. 

4. I couldn’t ……solve…..….. the math problems so I asked the teacher to help me. 

5. Many Muslim ……pilgrims…..….. visit Imam Reza Holy Shrine every year. 

6- The teacher ………divided..….. us into two groups and gave us different tasks to do. 

 

3 

2 

 تست لغت: گزینه مناسب برای هر جمله را انتخاب کنید.

1- The red Planet which is the neighbor of Earth is ……….. . 

            a) Moon                      b) Orbit                       c) Mars                      d) Mercury 

2. My grandfather is of the opinion that we should learn to ----------- other people’s beliefs. 

a) invent   b) respect   c) attract   d) describe 

3. It is clear that people usually have a strong set of ----------- values in Islamic cultures. 

a) delicious   b) average   c) traditional   d) continuous 

4. As far as I know, his idea of ----------- is to live in a small village and raise animals. 

a) paradise   b) ceremony   c) medicine   d) attention 

5. Their youngest son is ----------- going to travel abroad to visit some tourist sites. 

a) suitably   b) probably   c) neatly   d) strongly 

6- He gave his coat to the man ………….. . 

 a) especially  b) generously  c) hopefully  d) patiently 

7- Her ………….. in religion was very strong which was a great comfort to her. 

 a) belief  b) fact   c) change  d) gift 

8- What are they doing? They're doing an amazing ………….. into the ways dolphins learn 

languages. 

 a) emphasis  b) belief  c) research  d) invention 

9- A: Why did your father ………….. his job? B: Because it was very difficult and boring. 

 a) publish  b) pass away  c) forget  d) quit 

10- Viruses need to be inside a living cell to live and ………….. . 

            a) die                           b) grow                       c) believe                    d) feel 
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3 

 تست گرامر: با توجه به نکات دستوری خوانده شده، بهترین گزینه را انتخاب کنید.
1- Domestic flights are cheaper than …………. flights. 

             a) nation              b) nationality                     c) nations                   d) international 

2- A: My parents are going to go back to our hometown, Shiraz. 

    B: Why?  

    A: They say that Tehran is …………..Shiraz. 

 a) expensive than    b) more expensive than 

 c) the most expensive than   c) more expensive as 

3- The two close friends planned to leave their home country ………….. April 14th 2020.  

a) on    b) in    c) at    d) for  

4- The modern train appeared to be going as fast as, perhaps even faster than ………….. .  

a) a car the fastest  b) a car is the fastest  c) fastest cars   d) the fastest car  

5- You ………….. smoke in your car, especially if there are children in it. 

 a) might  b) shouldn't  c) may not  d) could 

6- I’m not going to do it for you. You can do it ………….. . 

    a) you   b) myself  c) yours  d) yourself 

7- When you ………….., I was thinking about you. 

 a) calls   b) is calling  c) called  d) have called 

8- My younger brother ………..….. when we were having dinner last night. 

 a) arrive  b) were arriving c) was arriving            d) arrived 

9- The world is a ………..….. place. 

 a) wonderful  b) more wonderful c) wonderful as d) as wonderful as 

10- I have decided to have a birthday party. I ………..… lots of my friends next Wednesday. 

 a) invite  b) will invite  c) are going to invite d) have invited 

 

5 

4 

 با استفاده از کلمات به هم ریخته، جمالت کامل و صحیح بسازید.
 

1- is / the best / what / souvenir / of / ?  

What is the best souvenir of your city? 

2- called him / Reza / studying / Arabic book / when / his / was / his mother / ? 

Reza was studying his Arabic book when his mother called him. 

 

1 

5 

 شکل صحیح کلمات داخل پرانتز را در جای خالی بنویسد.

 

1- They were ……watching…..….. a movie last night when the telephone rang. (watch) 

2- At 3 o’clock yesterday, I ………needed..….. a taxi. (need) 

3- Richard is the ……best…..….. student in his school. (good) 

 2 
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4- We must ………finish..….. our English book before Khordad. (finish) 

 

6 

 انتخاب گزینه مناسب در هر جای خالی، متن زیر را کامل کنید.با 
Nowadays, Iran is an attractive (1) ----------- for thousands of international tourists. 

Its historical places, famous natural attractions, beautiful holy shrines and even deserts       

(2) ---------- for all visitors and pilgrims to spend their vacation in this amazing country. 

Iranian people are wonderfully (3) ----------- to anyone who visits their country, and try their 

hardest to make tourists feel at home. They seek (4) ---------- from the cradle to the grave, 

and I (5) ----------- this is why Iran is becoming one of the most successful countries in 

science and technology. 

 

1.  a) creation   b) material   c) destination   d) activity 

2.  a) make it a suitable choice    b) it makes suitable a choice 

c) makes it a choice suitable    d) a suitable choice make it 

3.  a) interested   b) possible   c) popular   d) hospitable 

4.  a) danger   b) knowledge   c) detail   d) emotion 

5.  a) am believing b) believe   c) believed   d) was believing 

 

1.5 

7 

 د و به سواالت به شکل خواسته شده پاسخ دهید.متن زیر را به دقت بخوانی

 
The blue whale is the largest living animal to have ever lived on the planet Earth. 

Blue whales are larger than the largest dinosaurs that ever lived. These mammals rule the 

oceans at up to 100 feet (30 meters) and upwards of 200 tons. Their tongues alone can weigh 

as much as an elephant. Fully grown, these great creatures reach a length of over 30 meters 

and weigh as much as twenty- four large elephants, or more than 1500 men. The heart of a 

blue whale is more than a meter in diameter. 

       The blue whale is not a fish, even though it spends its entire life in the sea. Whales 

are mammals, just like us. A mother whale gives birth to a live baby whale, not an egg. She 

feeds not an egg. She feeds her baby with her own milk. While fish are cold- blooded, 

whales are warm- blooded, and they have lungs and breathe air, like us. 

       The largest whale ever measured was a female weighing 171,000 kgs and measuring 

over 90ft (27m) long. The longest whale measured was over 110ft (33m). If you laid him out 

on the ground, he would take up the length of nine family- sized cars. 

       Even though blue whales are huge, they eat tiny creatures known as krills. Krills are tiny 

shrimp- like animals. The whale simply opens its mouth, fills it with krill and salt water, and 

filters the water out of plates in its mouth called baleen. The blue whale may eat over 8000 
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pounds of krill in a single day! 

 

1. According to the passage, which sentence is NOT true? 

a) A blue whale is larger than the largest dinosaurs 

b) A blue whale can eat over 8000 pounds of krill in a day 

c) A mother whale gives birth to a live baby whale, not an egg 

d) The blue whale is smaller than some elephants 

 

2. What is the main idea of the paragraph 2? 

a) the way a mother whale feeds her baby 

b) some of the differences between blue whales and fish 

c) the blue whales spend their whole life in the sea 

d) the blue whales breathe like us 

 

3. The word “it” in paragraph 2 refers to ………….. . 

a) fish     b) blue whale          c) mammal                       d) mother whale 

 

4. What happens to the salt water that the blue whale gulps? 

a) It swallows the water                              b) It turns it to fresh water 

c) It measures the water            d) It filters the water out 

 

  موفق باشید 
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